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lugar de concebir el arte como algo superpuesto desde
fuera, pensó que debía emanar desde la tendencia de
todo hombre al trabajo productivo, y organizarse
como belleza de los elementos plásticos de la vida. Con
ello Morris anticipó el sentido actual de la «arquitec-
tura total» —abarcando desde la forma de la estructu-
ra de hormigón hasta la forma de las cucharas o de las
gafas—, mediante la incorporación al proceso produc-
tivo mismo. Desde este punto de vista se puede hallar
el sentido de su obra, incluso en los aspectos más dis-
cutibles: como cuando G. K. Chesterton argüyó que si
los poemas de William Morris parecían un poco pape-
les de pared, es porque efectivamente sabía fabricar
papeles de pared. A medida que pasa el tiempo —Ber-
nard Shaw lo señaló hace ya bastante— la figura de
William Morris crece y se aclara ante nuestros ojos.
William Morris, aesthetic
forerunner
Fitness for use was a revolutionary principle in the
xixth century, and out of it the whole modern move-
ment of architecture and design has grown.
Philip Henderson; «William Morris»,
Pub. British Council, 1952, p. 32.
The name of William Morris, although it appears in
some histories of art as an apostle of decorative arts,
artisanship and «minor arts», is not often found in his-
tories of aesthetic thought, except in that of his fellow-
countryman, Bernard Bosanquet. It would, however,
be well-worth taking him into account always, if not
as a philosopher of art and beauty, as the aesthete who
prepared a revolution in our way of feeling and, above
all, of living art; if we seek comparisons, something
like a Winckelmann of applied art «for around the
house», with the added advantage, in all modesty, of
not having limited himself to exploring past worlds,
but rather opening new routes, putting his own hand
into the work of producing objects while accompany-
ing his artisanship with discourses and conferences,
poems and political efforts, towards a different society
in which art was to recover its natural meaning.
The figure of William Morris, who was born in
1834 and died in 1896, is so suggestive it borders on
the picturesque and can only be conceived in his Eng-
lish setting as a bellicose reaction against monotonous
industrialism, with high chimneys vomiting forth
smoke and breeding fog, and the sordid slums repeat-
ing the same pattern of blackened brick as the work-
ers' repetition of the mechanical gestures of work, void
of any creative sense. Due to one of the many para-
doxes in his life and work, Morris was able to dedicate
his work in a crusade in favour of humanising work
which machinery had degraded because of inherited
wealth which was based on copper mines, that is to
say, on the same work slavery which he dreamed of
regenerating. His activities were many-faceted; Wil-
liam Morris is an important name not only in art his-
tory, but also in the history of literature and political
thought in England. His first vocation, never to be
abandoned, was writing: poet, utòpic novelist and so-
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cial dreamer. The edition of his complete works by
May Morris (1910-1915) is made up of twenty-four
volumes, among which there are titles essential in a his-
tory of English literature, for example, among his
books of poetry, The Defence of Guinevere, The Life
and Death of Jason, Poems by the Way, and transla-
tions from the Greek, Latin and Icelandic (The Oddys-
sey, The Aeneiad and three long epic poems from Ice-
land). Among his novels, we must quote, above all,
News from Nowhere, or an Epoch of Rest, a utopia
which we must relate to Butler's Erewhon ("Erewhon"
is the reverse form of "Nowhere"). His literary train-
ing and pictorial education have an easy reference
point: the Pre-Raphaelites, especially his intimate
friends, Burne-Jones and Dante Gabriel Rossetti.
However, in his aesthetic thought, a more useful refer-
ence is John Ruskin, as we will see more explicitly. In
all this, as in the plastic world of object decoration he
built and sold, Morris is no different at first glance
from the minority surrounding him, a little lost in me-
diaeval nostalgia and the wish to involve the arts,
painting what was poetic and poetising the pictur-
esque; what made William Morris different was his
condition of authentic artisan, who could make useful
objects, printing styles, wallpaper, pottery, furniture,
from windfalls while returning its original working
nature to art and, moreover, identifying work with a
sense to life. Thus, if it is said of him that the day he
received a coat of mail he had had made for a specific
use, he was so enchanted that he wore it to dinner, we
must add that he himself had directed the forging of
the coat, discussing with the smith day after day over
the anvil and we must also contrast this bookish image
with that of Morris political propagandist, meeting
leader and fighter, making the effort to rescue the Eng-
lish worker from the inhuman mechanicism and auto-
mation into which his work had fallen. William Mor-
ris built a country house for his family, «Red House»,
a famous house made of red bricks, which has become
part of architectural history as a milestone in building
styles of the time, a kind of prophecy of Le Corbusier's
functional architecture;1 a simple house with no more
facade than the internal reality, molded like a glove to
the convenience of living and, above all, a house in
which the beauty of material which architects tend to
call «non-noble» was claimed, with no coverings, no
neo-classical architraves, cornices or columns, with the
beauty of simplicity.
In regard to his work as political ideologist, his so-
cialism, this is hardly the place for a study of it; it is
enough to mention that nowadays he appears as a
forerunner of labourism although, in this as in every-
thing else as we shall see, his prophecies came true
rather strangely and, in a way, the opposite of what
Morris himself thought. Full employment, work safety
and well-being in Atlee's England have not been ac-
companied by a regeneration of the humane sense of
work as an expression of life, as an art for all. Depart-
ing from Marx and rejecting the theory of centrality,
Morris was concerned not so much with the material
improvement in living conditions as with the rights of
all to work, and especially to a noble and interesting
creative job —forgetting that there is an inevitable ex-
istence of many jobs with no artisan conditions, no
possible redemption, and, among them, the work in
the copper mines which gave William Morris his mod-
est family riches, or simply, most office jobs, cleaning
services, etc. Thus, despite some modern and not al-
ways impartial exaltations, Morris' socialism was nev-
er more than utòpic.
As he came to making a true religion of work, it is
not unusual that William Morris should show little re-
ligious spirit in his works; his «laboural aestheticism»
comes to take on a true divinity. But we cannot avoid
respecting and sympathising with him when we know
that his corpse was taken to the mausoleum where it
rests (a work by Philip Webb) in a farm cart painted
yellow, with red wheels, and adorned with garlands of
vine leaves and willow branches, «the only burial I
have seen, —said W. R. Lethaby— which did not
shame me at the thought of my own».2 His last words
are supposed to have been «I want to get mumbo-jum-
bo out of the world». Certainly, his life had been no
more than an effort to adorn the world, incorporating
its beauty into our own life as its natural extension due
to the gift of work. Thus, of all the aspects of his per-
sonality, that most increasingly revalued is the William
Morris creator of Morris & Co., an establishment in
London for artistic objects which was to have a revo-
lutionary influence on style although, paradoxically,
not through its use by the popular classes for whom
Morris thought he worked, but thanks to the elegant
and snobbish classes who adopted this new decoration
1. See Storia delia architettura moderna, Bruno Zevi, Ein-
audi, 1952.




and made it degenerate into something «arty», affect-
ed and tacky, but who were the only ones who could
pay Morris' work rather than ordinary machine work.
William Morris' aesthetic movement began as a re-
action to a sociological situation in art, at a specific
time and place, and with John Ruskin's intellectual
stimulus. England, in his time, considered from the
point of view of art in everyday life, not only suffered
from the bourgeois bad taste common to nineteenth-
century Europe, but also headed the specially crude
ugliness produced by industrialism, a method of serial
production which, if had it at one time possessed an
aspiration to beauty in objects, it would have been
preferable not to have it, as it then applied ornamenta-
tion both catchy and sadly forced, with no relation to
the form and use of the object itself. In our days, the
situation is changing; there is an on-going battle be-
tween the functional aesthetics of industrial design and
the residues of the old ornamental sense, at times dis-
guised as cubist. But William Morris was present at the
maximum growth of a wave of bad taste unprecedent-
ed in history; till then, artistic ugliness had been re-
stricted to a certain type of painting (decadence Ital-
ians can be considered the inventors of aesthetic
ugliness and perversion in taste, for example, Barocci).
In the 19th century, something unusual happens: eve-
ryday objects themselves begin to become ugly.3 This is
a new step in the history of artistic ugliness; till the
Renaissance it is impossible to find a picture we could
properly call «ugly» (the primitives may be awkward
or rough, but I have never seen an ugly primitive in It-
aly). Till the 19th century, a piece of furniture, a lamp,
a cassock, a building, a printing type, may, at worst,
be «decadent» or «filigreed», but can never properly
be called ugly. In the second half of the 19th century, a
sort of general product ugliness came into being which
was to reach its greatest hights in the first 25 years of
the 20th century (in some minor arts, such as feminine
fashion in the 20's and 30's, due to misunderstanding
cubism). Nowadays, as we said, a remission is begin-
ning in a way we will later interpret: nowadays a train
engine, a plane, a telephone, are more beautiful than
most oil-paintings done currently. However, let us look
more closely at the case of Morris in his time. One of
his biographers said in 1914:4
Art today, is not really flourishing, but it is difficult
to remember or imagine its desperate situation in 1860.
In those days almost all buildings were subject to a sin-
gle principle, the most erroneous possible, as it was the
principle of disguise. If one built a brick house, it was
covered with stucco to make it seem stone. Everyone
could naturally distinguish between stucco and stone,
but the mere effort of disguise was considered honour-
able and a sign of distinction. No-one, of course, would
have thought that stucco used thus was a beautiful ma-
terial; but no-one ever considered the matter of its
beauty or its ugliness. It was chosen for its distinction
and for social reasons, not for aesthetic ones. And in all
the applied arts, the same principle was used for selec-
tion...
3. I copy the example given by W. M.: «For example, you
need a jug and a bowl: you go to a shop to buy them; you prob-
ably won't buy a simple white jug, because you will hardly see a
set that is only white. Well, you will look at several, and none
will interest you [...] and you finally take rubbish garlanded
round with fern leaves and convolvulus; its "ornament". This or-
nament gives you no pleasure, nor does it suggest anything; only
a sensation of—boring— bedroom. The jug has a perverse stu-
pidity on its handle which also says "bedroom" and adds "re-
spectable" [...]. You think, in any case, that this ornament has
failed in its intentions. But it is not so, this ornament, this special
shape it has taken the ineptness of a fern garland and the idiocy
of the handle, has sold more dozens or grosses [...] It has been
added for this [...] it is not art [...] but trade finish.» (From On
Art and Socialism, an anthology of conferences, by Holbrook
Jackson, London, 1947, p. 238). Another interesting point of
view is found in Lectures on Art, by W. M. and others: «without
doubt, many of you have been through the galleries of the admi-
rable South Kensington Museum and, like me, were filled with
admiration of the beauty conceived by man's mind. Well, I beg
you to consider what those beautiful works are, and how they
were made [...]; these things are no more than the everyday do-
mestic heritage of the past and are thus so few and so carefully
treasured; they were common things in their time, used with no
fear of their breaking or wearing out —they were not rare then—;
and, however, we call them "marvellous". And how were they
made? Were they the projects of great artists? [...]. In no way
[...]. They were made by "ordinary people" as they are called, in
their everyday work [...]. And do you believe their work was la-
borious for them? Those of you who are artists know perfectly
well it was not [...]. More than a few gestures of pleasure —I am
sure— helped to make up these mazes of mysterious beauty [...].
At least, while they worked, those men were not unhappy, and I
suppose they worked most days and most of the day, like our-
selves» (p. 58).
4. Arthur Glutton Brock, in Lloyd Eric Grey, W. M., prophet
of England's new order, Toronto, 1949.
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The biographer continues mentioning the rich
bourgeoisie which, when organising its pretentious
and affected «private paradise»,
preferred furnishings in which it was evident that a lot
of time and work had been taken, because they were
more expensive; but they never wondered if that time
and work had been used to make the furnishings ugly
as they did not wish to enjoy the furnishings, only the
the consciousness of being able to pay for them. In re-
gard to those who were not rich, art was used to create
the illusion that they were rich. Machinism had made it
possible to produce cheap imitations of costly orna-
ments, even uglier than the originals. The sense of
beauty [...] degenerated in the sense of ownership.
We could argue whether things were better in this
sense in 1914 than in 1860; but in any case there is a
clear reference to that aesthetic atmosphere which even
today floats in most middle-class dining rooms. Mor-
ris owes the centering of the problem in the laboural
aspect of art, that is, in art as work, to John Ruskin,
whose work we can again consider without apology,
especially his discovery of an aesthetic consideration
of landscape and thus of a particular sense of land-
scape painting5 and his preference for the old Italian
pre-Raphaelites over Renaissance painting (even
though English «neo-Raphaelism» subsequent to
Ruskin makes us suspect that his interpretation was
more literary than properly plastic). John Ruskin, ac-
tually, wrote this aphorism in The Seven Lamps of Ar-
chitecture, «All good work must be manual work».
But the decisive passage which illuminated Morris was
the chapter on Gothic Architecture in The Stones of
Venice. For example, we can read,
It is precisely the debasement of what is operative in
a machine which, more than any other evil of our time,
leads the masses of nations [...] to an incoherent battle
[...] for a freedom whose nature they cannot explain
[...]. It is not work which is divided, but mankind; di-
vided in mere segments of men —broken in fragments
and crumbs of life— [...]. And the great lament which
rises from our large industrialised cities, louder than its
metallic din, is that we make everything, except men.
Ruskin opposes the worker of mechanical serial
production (that is, the worker in Chaplin's Modern
Times), the medioeval worker with a consciousness of
artisanship who both created a pair of shoes and par-
ticipated in the building of a cathedral, leaving his ob-
scure mason's mark on the freestones. In other places,
he applies a classist interpretation, from his sociologi-
cal constants: thus, in The two Paths, he writes:
The great lesson of History [...] is that till now [that
is, from the Middle Ages till then (]MV)] all the beaux
arts, sustained by the egotistical power of the nobles,
and not reaching the welfare or improvement of the
masses, these arts, I say, thus practiced and matured,
have only quickened the ruin of the States they
adorned; at the same time, in any kingdom, which sig-
nals the triumph of its greatest artists, it also signals the
precise moment of the decadence of that kingdom. The
names of the great artists are like knolls: in the name of
Velazquez we can hear the fall of Spain; in the name of
Leonardo, that of Milan; in the name of Raphael, that
of Rome.
This rather capricious historical interpretation,
however, clearly reveals his animosity to art's sociolog-
ical situation since the Renaissance, which makes it a
minority patrimony and a manifestation of only select
sensibilities, limited by convention which contrasts
with art's mediaeval situation.
William Morris began with these ideas of Ruskin's,
although in many other things he cannot be called a
Ruskinian: as an artist, he admitted that art is not only
beauty but what Lloyd E. Grey calls «sensuous ap-
peal»; in his political ideas, as well as in his aesthetic
activity, he knew how to set to work instead of stick-
ing to theoretic reflection. The definition from which
he began is suggestive: art is the expression of man's
delight in his work. Thus, art is not something sepa-
rate from life, reserved to a choice few, the so-called
«artists», whose existence as a group is only the result
of a bad situation:
Artists as a separate group are the result of the com-
mercial system which cannot use independent workers,
and their divorce from ordinary merchandise produc-
5. «The truth of form in the common ground is as valuable
[...] and as beautiful as any other present in Nature.» «All really
great artist stops carefully and delightedly on each inch of
ground and turns it into one of the most essential, eloquent, and
pleasant parts of his composition» (from Elements of Drawing).
To compare this attitude of the artistic look with that of current
«poetic realism», see Felipe Vivanco, «La evasión hacia las co-
sas», Escorial, n° 56, p. 172.
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don is the obvious outer cause of the disease in archi-
tectural arts.6
Man's basic right demands a work identified with
art, that is, a complete emanation of life, a manifesta-
tion of his tendency to creative activity. But nowadays,
says Morris, man's products are of two separate sorts:
While all artisan works used to be beautiful, whether
consciously or not, now they are divided into two sorts,
art works and non-art works; however, nothing that is
man-made can be indifferent, it must be lovely or ugly.7
Society ought to take care of regenerating work,
giving it back an aesthetic category, «adding—Morris
wrote in another talk— to the incentive of the need to
work, the incentive of pleasure and interest in the work
itself». But society in his times was far from recognis-
ing art as an expression of the dignity of work: «We
are here in the richest city in the richest country in the
world [...] and in spite of this [...] we must confess [...]
that here, all the possible crimes against art are comit-
ted.»8 His duty was to «aestheticise» work, even
though it might be for extra-aesthetic considerations:
«the main duty of today's civilised world is to make
work agreeable for everyone, to do everything possible
to minimise the amount of disagreeable work».9 We
could say that there was a secret animosity against art,
not only indifference among those who should least
own to it:
the rich have harmed themselves as well as the poor:
you can see a refined, well-educated man who has been
to Italy and Egypt speaking on art [...] sitting with no
apparent unease in the middle of a house which, like
everything surrounding him, is horrible and brutish,10
but even hostility:
There are many high-minded, reflective, and cul-
tured men who privately think that the arts are a sense-
less chance of civilisation; what is more, and even
worse, that they are harmful [...]. The leaders of mod-
ern thought, or most of them, hate and despise art sin-
cerely and obstinately."
Here Morris touches on a problem which is usually
silenced, that of the «solitude of art»; art, however it
may be accepted as part of education and, above all, of
cultural information, especially as a historical symp-
tom, basically leaves most men indifferent, perhaps
even more among the cultured classes than the uncul-
tured. Morris denounced this concealed indifference,
precisely resorting to the indifference towards beauty
in objects of everyday use and natural objects.
How can you be concerned about the image of a
landscape when you demonstrate in fact that you do
not care for the landscape itself?
In a house furnished and decorated with sufficient
economic means, only in the kitchen can we find ob-
jects with sense, usefulness, and beauty; the rest will be
«decoration» [...] with a view to exhibition, not be-
cause anyone likes them.12
Faced with this problem, Morris' attitude was to
set to work, creating a new decorative style, simply
made and with an ornamental concern. In a room, in
the first place we have to think of a minimum of furni-
ture, solid, effective, and thus beautiful; then,
unless the cupboard or the bookshelves are beautiful
because they are painted or carved, we will need paint-
ings or etchings [...] or the walls themselves ornament-
ed with paper of a beautiful pattern which rests the
eyes; a receptacle with flowers...
But he did not only think, nor even only make
projects:
I know from experience that making project after
project [simple diagrams, bear in mind] without carry-
ing them out myself, is a great fatigue for the mind. It is
necessary [...] for the hand to make the mind rest as the
mind makes the hand.
His attention was to go from the smallest to the
largest; on one occasion he pointed out that quite of-
ten the only beautiful thing we can see are «those post-
6. On Art and Socialism, op. cit., p. 217.
7. Ibid., p. 61.
8. ¡bid.
9. Ibid.
10. Ibid., p. 66.
11. Ibid., p. 40.
12. Ibid.
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ers which dot our cities». In another place,13 he was
concerned with fashion, referring to Carlyle's Sartor
Resartus and his philosophy of dress: «Rebel that I am,
I find it difficult to admit that a top hat or a jacket is
the incarnation of wisdom in the philosophy of cloth-
ing.» And he added,
The main problem [for creators of feminine fashion]
is how to conceal and debase the human body in the
most expensive manner [...]. The modiste considers
women as hangers on which to hang a handful of cheap
rags [...] upholstering them like armchairs.
From the lesser arts, the human impulse towards
work rises, through painting itself, till it reaches the
heights of architecture; buildings are the epitome of
the natural aesthetic tendency, not so different from
the manufacture of a table, the cut of a suit, or the
binding of a book; the supreme art work, Morris re-
peatedly insists, comprehends all the objects contained
in it, as a unit of life.
Morris' aesthetic revolution consisted in consider-
ing art from lesser to greater, as a product of life itself,
as —to paraphrase a famous definition— «clarity and
splendour in work», or, closer to our times, in the Or-
sian manner, as «Work well done»; instead of art being
a distant sphere with no connection to common reali-
ty, for Morris it is, on the contrary, something with
which to embrace life in all its activity. With this, he
was foreseeing a more recent phenomenon which we
could call «totalisation of architecture», one of whose
aspects is industrial design, the artistic care in the
project of all industrial objects, a search for a form
which is engendered by use itself and thus fulfilling
Morris' ideal, but in a way he could not even have sus-
pected: by large-scale serial production, condemned by
his artisan spirit.
Moreover, we must say that William Morris, as ar-
tisan and manufacturer, was unable to see altogether
clearly that the beauty of everyday objects had to come
about through form following function. This was to be
the great aesthetic discovery of functionalism, and
Morris, who vaguely prophesied it in architecture in
his Red House, seemed unable to understand it alto-
gether in the objects he sold; there is an outer overlap-
ping in the rather mediaeval ornament over the inert
form of the object.
Thus, William Morris proclaimed a Unitarian prin-
ciple in plastic art which for some time had been frag-
mented in several strata: architecture, painting, deco-
ration, «applied arts», each set apart, because it had
placed too much importance on the «freer art» —in
the Kantian sense. A few years later, the architect Le
Corbusier was to give a clearer form to this new sense
of art as an extension of life and was even to propose a
mathematical expression: the «Modulor», a metric
scale whose fractions were marked by the levels of me-
dian man in different postures; standing with arms
raised, standing (to the head), standing to the arms
crossed at collar level, through the several levels of sit-
ting, and to squatting. This scale was used as a canon
to construct everything, from a stool to the facade of a
house, through pots, door handles, and steps. This new
sense of architecture, fused with other plastic arts and
engendered in the life of man «as the measure of all
things», received, as is known, the name of «function-
alism» —a relative of its predecessor «organicism»,
(by Frank Lloyd Wright, the American architect, a lit-
tle more romantic and confused, though more imagi-
native)—, which, after the efforts of architects such as
Loos, has found its true expression, almost its dogma,
in the Swiss Le Corbusier. But functionalism had a field
more problematic than human habitats: that of ma-
chine forms. Because, for a functionalist mind, in a
machine we have to consider not only human life as
part of the world they belong to, but also the «life» of
the machine itself. To put it quite graphically: a glass
can be beautifully modeled, from its functional princi-
ple, as an object governed by water and lips, but what
about a radio receiver, or a linotype? To a certain ex-
tent, they are determined by their use by mankind, but
there is an area of the nature of the machine itself, a
new application it brings about —for example, the
idea of speed. This is where the complicated problem
of industrial design rises: in an object of direct use, the
functional sense of its form is obviously visible, but in
a machine, we cannot allow for error and confusion in
sight; the form that seems most functional, that is,
most expressive of the object's function, may in reality
be the least efficient; a chassis with lines more fluid to
the eye may be less gentle to air resistance than another
13. The Lesser Arts of Life.
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which is less apparently aerodynamic. Hence the birth,
especially in Italy, of a «functionalist baroque», both
in architecture and industrial design: there is, for ex-
ample, a famous motorscooter whose fluid-form chas-
sis seems to make its gentle running more visible: to
tell the truth, however, the engine is placed in a strange
way, on one side only of the wheel, and this contra-
dicts the external symetry of the chassis.
Thus, returning to William Morris, something he
would never have expected has come about: large-scale
industry, having called in artists to create the most ad-
equate and elegant forms for its mass-produced prod-
ucts, has managed to impose on the masses that beauty
which Morris in vain tried to extend with his artisan-
made objects. Moreover, at times industry seems to go
beyond the minimum in its artistic efforts; the manu-
facturer of the typewriter I am using now to write this
article has convened in Italy a group of artists who,
besides doing the projects for the machines and draw-
ing the publicity for the company, edit an art magazine
and a magazine on urbanistic projects. This sarcastic
paradox on the way of carrying out William Morris'
ideals was expressed by Holbrook Jackson:14
Morris was a democrat and expected that his works
would have popular acceptance, but he never achieved
more than a clientele of a few cultured people, some of
whom bought his fabrics and furniture because of fash-
ion; and when the models and colours which were a
protest against commercial exploitation finally became
popular, it was due to this commercial vulgarisation to
which he was opposed.
But, in any case, no paradox can reduce the clarity
of ideals in William Morris, who, instead of conceiv-
ing art as something added on from the outside,
thought that it should emanate from the tendency of
every man to productive work, and should be organ-
ised as the beauty of the plastic elements of life. With
this, Morris anticipated the current sense of «total ar-
chitecture» —which takes in from the structure of con-
crete to the shape of spoons or glasses— by means of
the incorporation of the productive process itself.
From this point of view, we can find the meaning of
his work, including the more debatable aspects; as
when G. K. Chesterton argued that William Morris'
poems seemed a little like wallpaper, this was because
he really knew how to make wallpaper. As time goes
by —G. B. Shaw pointed out some time ago— William
Morris' figure grows and becomes clearer before our
very eyes.
Because Morris, Jackson continues, «had con-
demned mechanical production without considering
the possibility of showing machines how to behave».
The crowning paradox in the incipient current ac-
complishment of William Morris' hopes is that the
utilitarian beauty is being imposed through projects
carried out by large-scale serial industry and is only
reluctantly accepted by the popular classes; sometimes
—as in the case of machines— not even noticed by the
usual customer, who, with the vulgar idea that what is
beautiful is what is over-decorated, would be very sur-
prised to be told that the machine he has bought is
beautiful; at other times —as in the case of patterned
cloths— we fear that the populace only accepts beauti-
fully drawn cloth when it cannot find on the market
the kind of ornamentation it is accustomed to.
14. Holbrook, Jackson, introduction to W. M., On Art and
Socialism, London, 1947.
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